
Welcome to your new Hoover heat pump dryer! We hope that this product brings you many years of 
enjoyment.

When unpacking the dryer, make sure to remove both pieces of packaging foam from the drum. 

Position your new heat pump dryer in a clean and dry, well ventilated area. The floor must be firm, flat and 
stable. Adjust the leveling feet if your floor is slightly uneven. Don’t place the dryer on carpet or other soft 
surfaces, which could block the air intake. Leave sufficient room at the back for air dissipation.

The dryer produces condensate water which is by default collected in the in-built water container and needs 
to be emptied. You can also drain the condensate water directly into a sink, using the external drain hose. 

NOTE: Before you use the dryer for the first time, place some clean, damp rags into the drum and run a 
complete cycle on the Gentle-Light program for 30 minutes following the instructions in the manual.

For detailed installation instructions, please consult the supplied instruction manual, which also has 
comprehensive usage instructions and important safety advice.

Let’s get your washing 
machine up and running!

 Instructions

• Rotate the dial on the control panel to switch on the dryer 
and select the desired program (Fig. 1).

• The display screen (Fig. 2) will show the settings, time 
remaining, options, codes, etc. 

• When using the Gentle-Light program, press the Duration 
button to extend the default drying time in 10 minute steps.

• Press the Dry Level button to select the drying level (if the 
program allows).

• Press the Anti-Crease button to extend the duration of the 
anti-crease phase. 

• Press the Delay Start button to set the delay start time 
(from 1 to 24 hours).

• Press the Start/Pause button to start or pause a drying 
program. 

• Optionally, you can also press and hold the Duration and 
Dry Level buttons at the same time to set/cancel the child 
lock, and/or press and hold the Anti-Crease and Delay Start 
buttons at the same time to mute the buzzer. 
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For details about all drying programs, please 
refer to the table on page 16 of the supplied 
instruction manual.
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 Cleaning the Filter Drawer

• Lint and fibres that could not be captured by the lint 
filter are blocked in the filter drawer, which should also be 
cleaned after each drying process. It is located behind the 
maintenance cover and contains a two-level filter: a filter 
drawer sponge and a filter cloth. 

• Push down the locking latch to the maintenance cover  
(Fig. 4a). 

• Unlock the fixer (Fig. 4b). 

• Pull out the filter drawer (Fig. 4c).

• Remove any lint, fibres and textile threads from the filter 
cloth by hand or with a soft brush or cloth (Fig. 4d). When 
you notice a layer of lint or debris that may lead to clogging 
of the filter cloth, clean off the layer by washing the filter 
in warm water. Let the filter cloth dry thoroughly before 
installing it back in the filter drawer.

• Wash the filter drawer sponge by hand to remove any fibres 
and lint from the surface. After washing the sponge, squeeze 
it by hand and remove the excess water. Thoroughly dry the 
sponge before reinstalling it.

• Close the maintenance cover.

 Afterwards

• At the end of the drying program, when the drum has stopped 
rotating, unplug the machine, open the door and take out your 
washing.

• When the drum has cooled, take the lint filter case out of the 
door opening (Fig. 3a) and wipe or brush it clean. If required, 
wash the filter in warm water, rinse and let dry. When it is 
completely dry, refit the filter into the door opening.

• Unless you have the drain hose connected, you will also have  
to empty the water container after every drying cycle (Fig. 3b). 

• Hold the container with both hands and pull it out of the dryer 
housing. Tilt it over a sink and pour out the water (Fig. 3c). 

• Wipe the container dry, then reinsert it into its space in the 
dryer housing.
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Hope you enjoy your new Hoover 
washing machine.
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